
Raising Rabbits for the County Show 

Californians should weigh between 2 pounds to 2.5oz at 5 weeks of age when the 
exhibitor purchases them..... If they are less or more.......they won't be doing as good at 
the show. THEN, the average weight gain per week should be 1/2 pound to get the 
exhibitor on target. If your bunnies are less than 1 3/4 pound when you go to pick them 
up?????  Save your money......and go somewhere else........you won't make the sale 

You will need a cage to house your rabbits.  If you get 4-5 bunnies, I suggest having two 
24x30 cages to house them.  You can keep them together for the first week or so and 
then separate out the larger ones so that the smaller ones will be able to get their share 
of feed.

You will also need something to put their feed in and something for water.  Our 
recommendation for a feeder is a 7 ½ or 9 ½ inch Fine X feeder.  You can use a feed 
cup or bowl but the Fine-X feeder is attached to the side of the cage so they are less 
likely to be able to mess in their feed or dump it out.

For water you can also use a bowl or crock but we recommend a water bottle or water 
system 

Once you have your cage, water system and feeder you are ready to pick up your 
bunnies.

When you get your rabbits home, place them in the cage and leave them undisturbed 
for 18 hours.  This allows them time to get used to their new surroundings.
If your rabbits are not eating, they may not be getting water.  So check to make sure 
that the water supply is working properly.  They will normally not eat their regular ration 
for a day or two.  

First things first-find out what brand of rabbit pellets the bunnies have been raised on. 
Try to stick with this brand or get enough of that feed to mix with whatever brand you 
are planning on feeding.  When switching brands you should mix the 2 brands 50/50 for 
about a week.  Any change in diet should be done gradually.

Below is a list of what we fed our meat pen bunnies’ everyday.
We fed the conditioning mix, Enhancer and calf manna in the morning and the rabbit 
food pellets in the evening.   It usually takes a week or two to build up to these amounts. 
5 week old bunnies do not eat as much as 6 week old bunnies.  If your bunnies have 
not been receiving a conditioning mix or calf manna, you need to introduce these 
gradually.



Morning:      
1/4 cup crimped oats/barley 50/50 conditioning mix with black sunflower seeds
Our conditioning mix contained 50%  crimped oats + 50% crimped barley + 7-10 black 
sunflower seeds per ¼ cup. (start off feeding 1/4 cup for 4 bunnies then over 7 days 
work up to 1/4 cup each)
1 tablespoon Docs Rabbit Enhancer
(1 tablespoon for 4 bunnies then over 7 days work up to 1 tablespoon each)
1 tablespoon Calf Manna
(1 tablespoon for 4 bunnies then over 7 days work up to 1 tablespoon each) 

Evening:
3/4 to 1 cup rabbit food pellets
(start off feeding 2 cups for 4 bunnies then over 7 days work up to 3/4-1 cup each)

Check every day to make sure that your bunnies are getting plenty of fresh water.

After a few days, you can start removing your bunnies from the cage one at a time. 
Take the bunny out and set it on the grooming table or other table you have for it.  Make 
sure the surface is not slippery.  You can use a carpet pad to set them on.  Set the 
bunny on the table and try to pose them in the proper position.  Hopefully you have 
been taught this at your 4H or FFA meetings but general posing guidelines are:  
The front feet should rest under the eye and the back feet should rest under the hip.
Set your bunny in this position and stroke them a few times.  The young ones will not 
stay in this position long but if you are consistent they will learn to sit for longer periods 
of time.  This position is a natural resting position.  You should brush your bunnies 
several times a week.  It is easy to brush their fur in this position.
Take each bunny out separately and work with them for a few minutes every day.

We recommend purchasing an ARBA Standard of Perfection book.  It lists all the breeds 
and a point break down for how each breed is judged.  It also lists how meatpens are 
judged and the point breakdown. There is also a section on Basic Handling, Posing, 
Disqualifications & General Faults.  If you are planning on competing in Showmanship 
you will need to know all this information.
 FYI the point breakdown for meatpens is:
Meat Type……………….…… 40 points
Condition of Flesh…………… 30 points
Uniformity of body & weight…. 20 points
Fur…………………………….. 10 points
TOTAL………………………...   100 points
The ARBA Standard of Perfection describes how each of these categories is judged.
Note the fact that Meat Type contains the most points not Uniformity of body & weight.


